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I. The definition of “BAPTIZO”*
In the times of Roman slave-holding society, advances in hygiene took
place, and an owner on occasion had to wash freshly purchased slaves that
would serve in the house or attend to their lord.
After this “hygiene ritual,” the owner could give a new name to the slave —
one which was convenient to him. For example, if the slave reminded him of,
let's say a flat-iron, then he would call him “iron.” He could give a slave a
human name or animal name. Remember your childhood, when playing with
friends, you gave each other nicknames based on associations? Remember
how those nicknames sometimes stuck with your friends and after many
years passed, the nicknames remained.
* This act of “bathing-hygiene” was called “baptizo,” which means
“purification, ablution, submersion in water” in Greek.
Baptizo-purification is inseparable from an ancient Egyptian, ancient Greek
mystery. It is water ablution before appearing in front of the god’s face
(during prayer or service).
In such manner, purification-submersion-baptizo caries the outward and
inward meaning — to clean up, detach from outside and inside. Baptizo can
be voluntary or compulsory. An example with a slave — it is a compulsory
baptizo; religious service — it is a voluntary baptizo (act of purification). The
highest form of baptism — liberation of the highest inner-me, or
soul, from all types of karma, genetic contaminations and one’s own
sins.
By Apostle Paul: the utmost baptizo — is a baptizo by death.
“Don't you know that all of us christen [committed baptizo] in the name of
Christ, christened in His death [committed baptizo]? Therefore we were
buried together with Him, with christening [baptizo] in death, so that just
like Christ, we would resurrect from the dead by the glory of our Father and
to walk in the new life. Because if we are connected with Him, in
resemblance of His death, then must be [connected] and with [resemblance]
of the resurrection, knowing that, our infirm-man is crucified with him,
so that his body was cleansed of sins, so we would not be slaves to our
sins, because the dead is freed from sins. Because if we died together with
Christ, then we believe that we will also live with Him; knowing that Christ
resurrected from the dead, does not die anymore; death does not have
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power of Him. Because He died, died for the sin; and he lives for the
God” (Apostle Paul, Romans, 6:3-10)
What you should pay attention to here: that all religious teachings that exist
or ever existed in this world are teachings from the other world — a place
where all depart to after death. Therefore the path does exists. Indeed,
someone brought these teachings.
At the birth of humanity, for some reason there were many who brought
these teachings and they were called gods. What is important to know:
gods were vulnerable while existing in a human’s body. And they
were immortal while existing in their own natural form.
For a person, death in direct meaning is the stoppage of the bodily “inner-I.”
If he or she has been reborn (resurrected) into the body, it means that
worn-out body has died, and a new body, after going through the baptizo of
death, has been born. His or her bodily “inner-I” has been transformed, and
has become different.
A complete analogy would be a vulnerable god in a human body. Just a
reminder, at the beginning of humanity, for some reason, there were many
such creatures. As a result, there were many religious cults.
A question to the reader: If suddenly, today, something similar would
happen in the traditionally monotheistic countries, what would happen to
such a vulnerable immortal?
I know, a pause has appeared in your mind: you know the answer and are
afraid of it; you do not want to see it. That is the reason for the pause.
Our personality is inseparable from our body. By influencing the body, the
personality is also influenced and vice versa. If the body is transformed,
then the personality is transformed as well. If the personality is transformed,
then the body is transformed as well.

One of the options to influence the body through personality is to give a new
name to the person. Designation of the name — it is an initiation,
programming and influencing the person’s psyche through emotions of deep
unconscious, archaic feelings. This type of programming is done by all
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religions from the moment humans appeared. They create a behavioral
and geometrical connection among generations. At the end, the meaning of
the name is “to whom do you belong, what is your race-tribe, who is your
overlord, who is your God?”
For example, in the areas where clan society has been preserved, no one
cares what your name is. At the time of initial introductions, a question is
asked: “What lineage do you belong to?” In other words, under whose
protection are you under, who is responsible for you, and what kind of power
do you represent?
In modern terminology, John the Baptist was liberating people from their
sins — he was a sectarian-revolutionary, and took upon himself the function
of the highest spiritual authority. This is a challenge to secular and spiritual
authority. His fate was predetermined. Did he know it? I do not have any
doubt about it. After all, he was considered a prophet. A prophet does not
fear anyone or anything; he serves the knowledge that lies beyond the
bounds of death.
Is it possible for the body to be liberated from the personality —
that is committing the baptizo through death? It is possible, under
the condition that a different interconnection of coordinates between
brain, body, and nervous system has emerged. It is similar to a
human coordinates, but is a different one. It is approximate to a
human coordinates, but is a different one.
This book is about it.
In our culture, in order to convey the idea that one is from the people, but
different is impossible without the term baptizo.However, there is nothing to
hook in the brain; in other words, there are no roots, no such tradition in the
minds — not mystical, spiritual, religious, scientific, or habitual.
I would like to remind you that before Christianity, our ancestors believed in
different gods. In other words, psychologically, they were ready for the
arrival of a god on the habitual level of thinking — not on the religious, not
on the scientific, not on the mystical, just on the habitual level. The Saviour
was accepted and recognized, even though no one had ever seen Him.
People were believing in someone, whom they had never seen. God in the
vulnerable human body and the culture of the sacrificial offering (which was
the norm then) merged into one — one belief. The sacrificial offering is a
culture/cult of protection. Holy blood was sacrificed in offering for YOU
PERSONALLY.
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At that time gods were walking among people, our ancestors. They were
given birth to, in their environment. This was normal.
Later in time, this type of memory was rooted out of hearts and minds. And
one book of our genetic memory — about our fathers, ancestors, and their
beliefs — was substituted with another.
Speaking candidly, instead of a birth father, a stepfather has emerged. The
history of our ancestors lives was rooted out and its place was taken by the
Old Testament. Wise. Infinitely deep. But it is not the memory of my fathers.
And now the civilized Christian world via scientific method is trying to
reconstruct, do not be surprised, its ancestry, its own book of memory —
from the stumps of bark, from broken roofing tiles — basically from the
smoldering ruins.
It is no less deep and no less wise; and if it removed, then today's science
would not even exist, and we would live and prosper in the Stone Age. I do
not want to hurt anyone’s feelings here, but science was born by a
polytheistic civilization. We exterminated science and development for
thousands of years, but did not succeed in its destruction. And now the
civilized Christian world via scientific method is trying to reconstruct, do not
be surprised, its ancestry — from the stumps of bark, from broken roofing
tiles — basically from the smoldering ruins. We were pagans and believers in
many gods. All of us, without exception.
What I would say is that as long as elements of nature exist, it means that
conflicts among them also exist. When climate suddenly changes, then the
god of one of the elements leads its “army” into foreign territory, earlier
cultivated by someone else. The aborigines either adapted or disappeared,
they were forced out by the law of the strongest.
What I would say is that as long as elements of nature exist, the pagan gods
will not disappear. And, if suddenly by chance, the elements vanish, then
together with them, we, religion and science will also disappear.
By giving explanations and building bridges of memory, I am moving
along the borders of ancient mythical and modern rational
languages. This is how one should read this book. Any other type of
reading will create discomfort for the reader.
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What will this type of uncomfortable reading look like?
For a modern, rational person, the mythical reasoning, vision and language
is not easy. This type of language combines with a rational one — it is
like an intellectual thought between being awake and asleep, as if
between two worlds. This type of language submerges the individual,
calms his picture of the outside world.
If the discomfort does arise anyway, it is better to pause for some
time and to ask a question to yourself: That what you have read,
what exactly is disturbing you — is it true or not true?
Is it possible for the personality to be liberated from the body? —
that is committing the baptizo through death. It is possible under
the condition that the different interconnection of coordinates
between the brain, the body, and the nervous system has emerged.
It is similar to a human coordinates, but is a different one. It is
approximate to a human coordinates, but is a different one.
I speak of this on purpose, because the conflict in the minds of people
already exists. The gods of polytheistic East have come to a Christian world
— basically they are a kind of brothers, relatives to our rooted-out god, in
whom our ancestors believed. They speak a different language and think in
completely different ways.
A good example of two types of thinking is illustrated by a comparison of
classical music and rock-and-roll. Both types are music, both use musical
instruments, and, in both cases, they use the same notes. But for it to be
more understandable, what I am trying to say is try to listen to classical
music and rock-and-roll SIMULTANEOUSLY, in both ears, merged in one
head.
A noise in your brain is guaranteed. After such noise-brain-mystical and
religious “baptizo”… it will be difficult to socialize with such people, who are
fully knocked out from any social communication norms.
I am not against Eastern gods, I am even for them. But, in order to
understand their thoughts, we need to recollect their second / third cousin
their god on their territory or his incarnation. It may be not as refined and
advanced, but it may be more understandable and adequate. By
remembering this forgotten, a little bit childish, somewhat naive, but sincere
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“dictionary” — maybe, after all, you will gain an opportunity to understand
the refined gods — “the foreigners.”
This massive, unconscious occurrence — attractiveness to Eastern gods and
teachings — speaks of one thing: something is holding back the human
people from growing. There is no special secret in it: simply people are
searching for the opportunity for growth, and growth without
freedom is impossible.
But there is a big NO: the freedom is regulated, confined by society.
A slave can obtain freedom from its master. But for a free person to
obtain liberation…. This is possible under one condition: if you have
accepted and understood in your own genetic culture, the first prayer that
was given to the student and apostles by the teacher of salvation.
It starts from the simple and understandable words. It is understood by ANY
person, in any region of the world, irrespective of religion, nationality, race
and so on. It starts with the words “Our Heavenly Father”; it does not start
with the words “Owner, Lord….”
Through time, step by step, we gradually lost the culture when the teacher,
father, and god were one whole, undivided. It’s like we have grown up. You
will not meet anyone with such psyche — not an apostle, not a prophet, not
a god. Even if you do meet one of them, you will not recognize him or her,
the “brand” is not high enough, and he has not been leveled up by mass
media. Advertisement — moves commerce. This is what people say to me:
“You as a product need to be correctly positioned in the marketplace.”
However, I am still hoping that I live among people and not in the bazaar.
The first prayer begins with words “Our Heavenly Father.” It does not start
with the words “Owner, Lord...” — during that time (two thousand years
ago) this was not just simple revolution, it was a real, true religious COUP:
You stop fearing God as an Owner, as a Lord, and the environment of
fear around God-the-Lord is substituted with an environment of love
towards “God-the Father” inside of you.
He — the Beginning, the Father of all fathers. The same way like children
love their parents, serve them, and are ready to give their life for them; the
same is true for the Father of all fathers — all fathers will give their life, even
more so.
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Without “God-the-Father,” we are without memory; if He does not exist,
then our memory does not exist. People are searching for the final
Baptizo, the final liberation, and never recognize it.
What else does one need to know in order to read this book further?
1. Jesus did not christen any of the known Apostles. From the unknown
ones — no one knows; it may be that He christened someone.
2. John the Baptist was never a christianizer. He did not christen Jesus
or anyone at all, ever. The water baptizo, the water submergence was
handled without the cross.
3. The teaching about the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit did not
exist during the times of John the Baptist or Jesus. In our mentality, it
is acceptable to call him “John the Christianizer,” but, in reality, he is
John the Baptist, “submerger”.
Therefore, the Apostle Paul is talking about baptizo with death or about
submergence, but he is not talking about christening by the cross. This is the
Path of the Savior, the path of Christ.
Generally speaking, this is a religious and mystical and scientific
path simultaneously — not independent of one another, but in
conjunction.
The Savior walked this path. Not by the book. Not by faith. He walked it in
life. It is that what is being searched today in the East and doing this
unconsciously.
In the East, they are searching for the path of death, the path of knowledge,
and the manifestation of the ability to submerge into death. All at all, this is
highest yoga, that no European has ever pass it. If this was not so, then a
European teaching about the path to God — the Creator of all worlds, would
have emerged; to the Father of all fathers. The teaching of submergence,
the teachings about baptizo through death — it is not the fitness yoga.
In order to be ready for such a path, a specific psyche is required — one that
has been readied by traditional culture for hundreds, thousands of years.
This is a specific type of psyche where genetic-mythical realities, geneticspecies realities, traditional-social realities are connected and collide with
reality as is. Reason: The world does not stay in one place; it is always in
motion, changing.
The mystically understood, scientifically explainable, rationally
comprehended path — baptism via death — has become a screaming
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demand of our time; not only in the Western world, but also in the modern,
turbulently informative, web-globalized world as a whole.
What is important to understand:
1. Baptizo through death is not self-destruction by your own hands.
2. It is a different interconnection of coordinates between the
brain, body, and nervous system — similar to human, approximate
to human, but completely different one.
3. This a different type of attention — similar to human, but different
one.
4. It is a different center of gravity — not the unconscious one found in
humans and animals, but a conscious one. Conscious — it means that
your attention becomes different, absolutely different. It becomes
gravitational.
5. As a result, it is a different energy exchange — a different type of
breathing. It approximates human breathing, but is different.
6. This is how the unified, awakened trinity of nature looks like.
7. This pattern — somehow, it happened — is precisely corresponds to
the three symbolic centers identified with Christianity as the savior
cross, as a trinity of the Christ’s flag — Father, Son, Holy Spirit.
By fact, it happened this way.

Reminding you of the questions.
1. What does the Final Baptizo mean?
2. What is a Gravitaneer?
3. What is the evolutionary, gravitational trance?

II. Gravitaneer™
Gravitaneer is a next evolutionary step of the humankind — the one
who will follow human and will substitute him as a species, by following the
path of nature’s laws and leaning on them.
It does not matter if you accept the evolution or not. What is important here
is that everyone knows: selection — is a change of the kind. In order for the
further thought to be understood, register and remember it for yourself:
selection — is a change of the kind.
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Intrusion into human’s DNA — attempts to modify it — is the same selection,
but in human himself, not in dogs, cows or plants. It does not matter if you
accept the evolution or not: selection within the species — is evolution. It is
artificial, but it is evolution: artificial selection. If this concept is understood
and you have accepted it, then there is a reason to read further.
It is important to understand: by the law of nature, a conscious evolution of
the species is absolutely different from the artificial, medically-scientific
selection.
1. Conscious evolution of the humankind — it is to follow the laws of
nature.
2. Artificial — is a bioengineering attempt to improve weakened
humankind.
The only similarity between them is that the evolution by nature and artificial
selection are both selections. But! The bioengineered modifications are not
selections by nature’s laws of TRUTH. It turns out that in his understanding
of nature, the Creator, the author of all living things and the Universe, looks
inferior to humans bioengineers-modifiers. (All is leaning in this direction.)
We are not developing by the Creator and nature created by Him.
Conclusion: either we did not understand the laws of nature/laws of the
Creator correctly — or suddenly the human has become smarter about the
laws of nature/laws of Creator.
Modern civilization — is at the fork between traditional religious longstanding consciousness (the world does not change) and new, scientificsearching (world changes) minds.
In reality, a new religion has arrived: The Creator is wrong, the Creator
made a mistake,
human nature is not finished, so I the human will finish it, modify it and
develop that which could not be achieved by the ONE WHO KNOWS
EVERYTHING. The Creator ended up with such a restless human. He is sort
of made in a mirror image, but is not satisfied and wants modifications:
upgrade now!
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Into our world a new religion has come. It already happened, but this is not
yet understood, not recognized, and not seen by anyone. The new religion is
where an artificially-selected human, modified via bioengineering, step by
step, starts to substitute with himself the human created by the Creator or
nature (whatever is more comfortable for you).
You can agree that the Creator is not his Father and nature is not his mother
anymore.
A new psychology, new morals have been born into this world: nothing
personal, it is just business. In such business, a new, different Buddha
should arrive — or a different Savior — modified, advanced, with microchips.
It is different, it offers a new Path, a new teaching. It kind
of does not exist, but in the minds, in fact, it already exists. It just has not
been verbally formalized.
“Nothing personal” — it is his moral principle. Don't you want to be
advanced? For example, professional athletes are ready to try anything in
order to achieve a result. Nothing personal, it's just the type of business we
have. Then further, there will be our corruptor, a foreign one, “not ours, son
of the …”
All of us, step by step, will be ready psychologically for this new teaching.
We are starting to wait for a “new messiah.” We are being readied steadily
for the modifications and a different path via screens.
Think about it: For a person who is not successful or wealthy —or personally
you — do you see a chance — to be more competitive, more successful, to
solidify your positions or to climb higher, without putting a lot of effort. If
you have “money” — then a chip can be inserted into the right section of the
brain, or vertebrae and so on. Then later it could be changed, upgraded,
reformatted.
For a human, artificial modification is a great temptation, the temptation of a
kind of immortality. Moreover, it is packed like a sandwich with the butter of
humanism. It is ready, eat it.
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A question may arise to me: if I speak of such things, then what alternative
do I offer?
My offer:
Gravitaneer, it is a next evolutionary step of the humankind — the
one who will follow the human and will substitute him as a species,
by leaning on nature’s law.
Here is a further explanation:
First, you have to agree with the fact that human activity has led to changes
in elements of nature — to be specific, the balance of power has changed in
nature itself. Air-water-earth is the food borne by them — all has been
changed by human activity in a short period of time. It is not like Earth has
been hit by a large meteor and brought the polar night to the entire planet
(beginning of sudden changes) — we have not reached this point yet, but
our train is rushing forward, and there will be a stop in the “polar night.”
All biological species on Earth will be adapting to the newly developed reality
by leaning on nature’s mechanisms of survival, which are hundreds of
millions of years old. I offer to the human to lean on THESE mechanisms,
which are hundreds of millions of years old, and all living things are
subjugated to them. They may be not as smart as humans, but they follow
in the path of faith. Their faith in life is encoded, encrypted on the instinctual
level. As a matter of fact, we also have instincts. We have something in
common after all.
I offer to the human to lean on THESE principles — which are hundreds of
millions of years old, and all living and nonliving things in the Universe are
subjugated to them. Choose: either be an advanced, socially successful with
microchip, just like a modern athlete on “fertilizers” — or a different type of
interconnection of coordinates between brain, body and nervous system —
the deliberate, understandable, acceptable and awakened Trinity of Nature.
All living and nonliving things lean on it unconsciously — on an instinctive
level. When the moment “x” arises, all of nature goes through an
assessment of baptizo by death.
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Deviation from the subject: Conversation with person of the muslim
faith.
He said to me that he does not believe, does not understand and, as a
result, does not accept the Christian Trinity.
To which I answered that Jesus (for Muslims, the prophet Isa) did not teach
the Trinity to the apostles. He did not even perform christenings. The more
or less modern cross (cross of Constantine, labarum) appeared a few
centuries later. The trinity and cross sign also appeared a few centuries
later. These are fundamental religious symbols in Christianity in which
people have faith. Moreover, these symbols, over a thousand years became
inseparable from Christ.
Symbols, in their own way, are visuals. They reflect the power of faith in
Christ, and they have become inseparable from Him. This is known as faith,
and faith does not require explanations. He as Muslim is not required to
believe in that which is not provable and no one is obligated to prove to him
what one believes in. Strangely, however, both sides want proof from each
other, not faith.
Now follows the proof of the Trinity of Nature.
1. Agree with me, my friend, that everything that we see and do not see,
from stars to atoms, have their own gravitational center.
2. The existence of the gravitational center is a fact. It exists in
everything that we know and do not know; in everything that we see
and do not see.
If this is accepted on the level of common sense, then agree with me
that the gravitational center always balances in space. In other words,
it is a manifestation of unconscious attention — just like in dance,
everything is moving; nothing is staying in place.
Just like you do it in the Sufi dance. However, people do not live by
spinning on the spot like the Sufi. They walk, sit, socialize, and work.
If only the Sufi dance would awaken the gravitational center and, as a
result, change the usual attention of the human to the gravitational,
then this would, in its own way, be the method of transformation —
transformation from the human to a different species.
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In fact, this does not exist.
3. Attention is capable of uniting with gravitational center and stopping
“inner I”. Mind, the spirit of human separates from the human body and
awakens different type of interconnection between brain, body and
nervous system. That is how Gravitaneer arrives into this world; from
people but different. It is how consciously manifest the Trinity of Nature
(gravitational center, gravitational attention, and corresponding to it
gravitational type of breathing)
The liberation from the human body, mind, spirit accomplishes
its journey through the worlds and nature’s elements — from
what is made and weaved in this world.Gravitaneer come in touch with
that.
4. Agree with me that everything that you see and do not see, know and
do not know, is created from gravitation. It is a completely different
informational space. It is a completely different “library” of knowledge. It
is the book of books, the book of Life and Death. Everything that you
see and do not see, know and do not know, is created from gravitation,
including your brain.
The key to your own mind — is your own attention. The type of the
attention you have is the type of mind you have. If your attention is
gravitational, then your mind exists in the united space of gravitation.
It is a completely different “library,” a different database.
5. The energy, the power of life in elements — just like breathing — sooner
or later ends. Moreover, the elements transform from one state of their
“I”, crossing the borders of death,and reborn into a different element
again.
During the process of transition, the memory on the path of rebirth,
flickers out. However, the principle of the trinity remains unchanged.
This type of trinity is not known to Christians, Muslims, or others. It is
not known in science. What I am trying to say is that if anyone from
them knew it, then he would offer the method, the path —
transforming from one element of nature in which humans exist into
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an element of gravitation, in which the entire Universe exists. This is a
bit more than our beautiful planet Earth.
6. The interconnection of coordinates between brain, body, and nervous
system of a human go through the baptizo of death, dipping into it,
submerging into it, and cleansing with it, reborn in new incarnation —
Gravitaneer; from the people but different.
<end of conversation with person of the Muslim faith>
To breed strong, powerful vegetation or animals, the best seeds, and the
best animals are selected.
Skipping all the morality, just essence, nothing personal. Humanity does not
go through this selection, not by nature and not via artificial selection. It is
the way a human turned out to be. As a result, by breaking all laws of
nature, humankind is weakening. The artificial lifespan on pills and
reproduction of humankind via pills — means only one thing: the species is
successfully accumulating degradation. It is also a type of selection. If this
thought is understandable to you and does not scare you, read further.
***
The word Gravitaneer is made out two words: gravitation and pioneer.
A human crossing consciously and responsibly, with understanding why and
for what, from the element of air into an element of gravitation, becomes a
Gravitaneer.
With clear, precise, and sensible differentiation: here I am, a human,
and here — I am, a Gravitaneer. Moreover I am, myself, awake and with a
submerged personality, is the one who makes a choice. I control the process
that can move into the direction of the Gravitaneer, by manifesting sensible
understanding of differences between the Gravitaneer vs. human and by
continuing to develop of self in the element of gravitation as personality.
Under these circumstances, I can always go back to the beginning; to the
point of reference and analyze whether I need this or not. Do I get
qualitative advantages, a quality of success by nature? This is the
psychology of young and pliable people. The Gravitaneer — is a psychology
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of pliability. A person, as an individuality makes a choice to submerge there
or not.
What is important to understand is that personality in any case will change.
It is like moving to a different country; time is needed for adaptation.
However, this will be happening in your accustomed traditional environment.
Thus the conflict is minimized.
It is important to understand that society, in any case, is conflicting. The
conflict in society is needed so that it would move forward instead of
standing still in one spot. However, if society is aggressive (by traditional
measure of this word) then, for a person who is changing, it becomes
dangerous, even if he is not aggressive, does not bite or jump on anyone.
Nevertheless, he still needs to deal with “What, are you better than us? Are
you trying to separate yourself from the group?”
In other words, for the conflict to be minimized, society must not only be
accepting but also value the personal freedom and protect it. After all, why
should it matter to you how I think if I am not destroying anything around
me and do not harm anyone?
You all know the term, sect-follower. When you hear this term, do you
become unconsciously or instinctively scared? The mind paints the sectfollower — somewhat similar to an extremist. However, any personality —
in itself is a sect, an individualized sect of one person.
I speak of this intentionally, because over time I have seen many fools who
watch out for the innocence of the group, during and after the communist
era. These types of people are the same breed; they do not care about God
or no God — they simply watch out. They have always been like this, even
during the time of Buddha, the time of Christ, and during the era of
communists, fascists, and anyone else.
When personality is being dictated by someone how to think, sometimes it is
done gently and carefully, checking in all directions, trying to hear the
feedback from the group, just like in the late phases of the USSR.
Alternatively, they can make a hole in the head, and look through it, trying
to determine what person is hiding from the group, just like during the dark
ages. There are plenty of people with schizophrenia, constantly worrying
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about the moral norms and principles of the group. Moreover, there is
always someone around to hire them.
I will repeat myself; I am intentionally talking about this. In order for the
personality to develop, it needs personal freedom, at least in its own mind.
In other words, it is respect toward the person.
Why do we need a Gravitaneer — if a human is already good enough?
Submergence into the gravitational environment, it is a baptizo by
gravitation. This is a different environment, from which all have come to this
world and to which all will return. Gravitation is the environment of
immortality, a space of eternity.
You can agree with me that society's technical, informational, and social
foundation is speeding up so fast that a regular person is no longer capable
of keeping up with it. He or she begins to fall behind. It is frustrating.
Moreover, what is happening today in the world is a result of accumulated
frustration.
Meanwhile, life goes on. We all live longer. However, competition is younger
and younger. Reason: youth is pliable, simply because the personality has
not been fully formed, not programmed and no one yet has drilled a “hole”
in the brain. Youth is pliable — pliability like a Mowgli (if he got something,
then he got it for life).
Conclusion: education, acceptance of knowledge by nature is the straightest
path — for this, the psyche must be pliable, not in the chains, tied up with
rope thoroughly. Inner liberty it is an advanced culture of self control.
It is a medical fact that in adulthood, people lose pliability. The reason for
this is that one’s personality has been developed. The learning ability of a
Mowgli has been exhausted, burned out. The pliability nearly zero. Full stop
and then hello Alzheimer — let's go into childhood.
Being a Gravitaneer is about being in constant pliability.
The question then: Does society need this? If yes, then what kind?
Next question: Does a human need this? If yes, then what kind?
****
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The transformational zone from a human to a Gravitaneer is a zone of
training. The psychological “muscle” can also be trained, just like physical
muscles of the body.
Gravitaneer is this and that — both muscles are being trained
simultaneously. For example, if you are thinking while your body resides in
the gravitational space, then it means that your body resides in the best
possible ideal balance; the thoughts are not losing clarity.
For example, you are training your body. Your attention is not getting
distorted, jumping from one object to another; the body resides under
constant internal and outer attention. Under control.
Maybe something similar exists in the East in some way in the minds, but by
fact it does not. The term gravitation appeared there only yesterday. How
much time is needed for it to be assimilated and become rooted?
Psychologically, this can be compared to a case if suddenly a European
Buddha was born in Europe. One single term, “gravitation” requires
incredible re-thinking and re-evaluation of an entire thousand years of
civilization. Conceptually, philosophically, technically, and psychologically
(social upbringing) that is a completely different world. You will not get far
here on yoga.
A different approach is needed here.
Question, is Buddha a Gravitaneer or a human? The type of an answer you
will give, that is the place you will get to. You can agree that Buddha — is
from different informational world. It is obvious. If this was not so, then all
would be Buddhas.
The difference between Gravitaneer vs human — is a constant balance that
does not exhaust, does not weaken, and does not suck life out of a person.
To value and understand this, how important it is, do the test.
Try to concentrate on any object, external or internal, and you will quickly
see how important stable balance is; and how fast the life forces are drained
and fatigue arrives in such situation.
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Conceptually, the yoga system should be training the unity of concentration
and balance. WIthout such training, this is not yoga, it is just fitnessimitation. Ask yourself a question: what kind of yoga took roots in the West?
Bottom line: if you would like to achieve any serious result, you must
understand the culture of international civilizations — culture that is focused
on psycho-physical components of a human being. That said, understanding
should not be on the level of the local village but on the world level. (It is
hard not to remember the guardians of the correct way of thinking... It is as
if the village nationalism standard erected to the rank of absolute.)
Gravitaneer — it is a qualitatively different mind. He is the planetary
species, he is not a species of one village, no matter how big it is. The
internet is a planetary environment, and banking (movement of money) is a
planetary environment; the high qualifications (professionalism); it is an
international environment. Question then: who would not want to conform to
the level of such environment?
Gravitaneer’s mindspace expands by means of the body’s space and the
body’s space expands by means of the mind. It sounds simple, but to do
this, a Trinity of Nature needs to be united in one united whole.
However, for the Trinity of Nature to be united in one whole, one must know
how to submerge into it. Meditation — it is not a baptizo, meditation cannot
help here. For this we need trance; the evolutionary trance, the
gravitational trance and very importantly the testable trance.
Such trance must be provable, without any kind of gimmicks, such as “trust
my words.” I am not asking for you to believe just in my words. I have
alway proved that which I have spoken about, and there will be no other
ways. To get to the trance-gravitational environment just on the “trust my
words” — it just like trying to get to needle’s hole on the camel, in our
earthly conditions.
The transformational phase from a human to a Gravitaneer is training; this is
a trance-gravitational human. This is a human, whose mind is entering into a
new for him informational space of existence — it is the space of nature’s
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element “gravitation.” Everything that you see and everything that you do
not see, all that you know and do not know — the entire Universe is weaved
from gravitation. You are included and made out of the same material.
As as result, I will recite the bible, there is a person who is created from
ashes, and there he will go back. And there is a Gravitaneer, weaved from
gravitation and there he will go back. One will go back to earth ashes, the
other will go back to gravitational environment of the Creator.
Small deviation from the subject.
Any type of reformatting of personality, intervention and reprogramming —
is a change of personality. Such changes in personality can lead to
opposition with society, and can create confrontation in traditional
environment. Thus, traditional teachings that have gone through their own
dark time,when people were tortured, know very well how dangerous it is.
Human turns into hysteric person, social hysteria becomes the norm, and
the government is not built on the awareness, consciousness and
responsibility. In such cases governing is built on fear.
A massive Stockholm syndrome is created. Super dictatorship. The terror
and massive social insanity becomes a norm of life. And the lower class, by
the principles of the Stockholm syndrome, look at their oppressors with
loving eyes.
The traditionally formed society (more specifically their elite), having an
experience of thousands of years, including torture of human mind and
spirit, clearly understand that changes to personality, intervention,
reformatting, reprogramming is dangerous. It it is not done for the benefit of
the society, it mean it is dangerous: hazardous sect of fanatics or madman.
You can agree that changes are happening; from the dark medieval time we
got to a democratic twilight of humanity through the slaughter house. In
other words, people no longer have ignorant consciousness, they are kind of
informed, kind of educated — educated to think and use modern
instruments. With their help, a society’s life is improving. At best, the minds
of people resides in the twilight zone.
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However, to move forward, it is necessary for the personality to be free.
Freedom is a zone of high competence and accountability in front of society.
In other words, the transition from the human to Gravitaneer, requires to be
deeply human cultured. And this is a different society by few degrees — that
belong to different information environment.
Gravitaneer it a different species, distinct from human. These
distinctions are more than serious, it is a different kind by
evolutionary-biology. From the people — but not human anymore.
A transition from the dark mind to twilight mind, this is not a light yet. The
democratic freedom as of now is twilight and fog; personality is not
liberated. Because it has not arisen to the level of pliability and is UNABLE to
develop further, other than via the artificial path of modification of human.
The human that no longer able to keep up with informational and technical
development.
The conflict is evident. There are more and more people that cannot keep up
and they are turning their heads in the reverse direction — their feet want to
move forward to the conveniences, but the head wants to go back, into the
era of the Middle ages. Look at today's world, and you can clearly see how
the people's world has split up. Both sides are trying to bluntly “take
advantage of” the other side, use their energy or technology or masses.
The two human worlds have declared war on each other — not the total war,
but the war of enslavement. And here I am, Master HORA, with my
Gravitaneer, saying hello to all on the twilight side. My greetings to all who
want to wake up.
***
I have made my choices among people (Practice HORA leaders). These are
not the one’s who climb to the top by stepping on others — by manifesting
true, animal principle of nature, the animal principles of success of the kind.
I chose those that are in their own way “hippies” moved aside and are
unable to step on heads, in the manifestation of their success.
I love people who have not happened yet. People who do not walk on
top of the other people heads. I chose the ones who are able to think and
who are educated, and which social environment they exist in is not
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important. I chose the ones who would feel pain by stepping on someone's
head. (That is why they are not so successful.) Among them many people do
this out of NECESSITY — so they can feed their children; provide for
education, raise them into decent people, and so on. No one has annulled
parenting responsibility.
I hope that I was able to show what a sect is and what it can be on a
different scale from regular person to the incredible scale of the masses.
We have reached the point where you can continue reading, or you can stop.
I would recommend to stop for a brief period and to reflect: do you need a
liberation inside of you? Or do you have more than plenty of freedom
outside?
Do you need the plasticity like that of young Mowgli, capable of change,
capable of development? Or is what you have now more than sufficient? —
you already happened. If you “already happened,” then this is not your
book, do not waste your time.

III. Question: What is evolutionary, gravitational trance?
The main distinctions of Gravitaneer from the human:
1) Human has an unconscious center of gravity just like an
animal
2) As a consequence, unconscious attention, which is
connected with such unconscious gravity center.
3) The concentration of attention — is a key to consciousness.
This you need to know.
4) The key to successful attention resides in nature’s
unconscious, gravitational center. This center is in your
stomach.
5) Gravitational center in all living and nonliving things on
Earth acts in its own way as a gyroscope.
The human’s gravitational “gyroscope” twitches in all directions, taking
away energy from the environment of consciousness (the mind) and
through attention, concentration of attention starts to suck up strength from
the organism. We have already tried a few experiments: attention plus
balance exhausts a person very fast. (see experiments above)
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Individual’s strength is consumed to stabilize a fuzzy, “floating” picture. The
picture is being filled in (finalized) by the brain. This is the type of
agreement the brain has with the external world, to which a human adapts.
This is similar to a person who, for example, has bad eyesight or weakened
hearing.
You should reach this conclusion for yourself: The more stable the
gravitational center in the stomach, then the more stable is the
gravitational center of attention. One is in the stomach, the other — is in
the forehead.
Let's perform a few experimental tests of aptitude towards
gravitational concentration:
1.) Slightly concentrate a little of your attention on any object and you will
immediately feel light tension between your eyebrows. Try it. Have you felt
enough to be convinced? Then let's move further.
2.) Try to exert a little physical effort as if you are trying to pick up
something, pushing, or simply trying to stand up from a chair. You will
immediately feel the tension inside your stomach. Have you felt enough to
be convinced? Then let's move further.
3.) So for these two types of attention to be maintained as one whole, the
breathing out of necessity almost immediately stops. Check it. This is how
the third center stands out — the gravitational center of breathing. You will
feel how fast strength is disappearing. Tiredness and exhaustion emerge
almost immediately. Have you felt it to be convinced? Then let's move
further.
4.) In order to continue with the experiments, I will first provide a short
explanation. You just performed three experiments successfully and
confirmed them. In principle, you have exhibited the same pure pliability as
a youthful Mowgli.
And now we have a “situation.” Please repeat the same three experiments
and confirm that for some reason they are not working. The concentration
becomes different. The first time around, everything worked; the second
time, it's not the same. The concentration, for some reason, is smeared.
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It just worked and now all is smeared. Reason: during the second
attempt you are no longer
youthful, honest, pure pliable Mowgli. Your own personality comes out
and tries to subjugate all these experiences to itself.
This is how your personality materializes itself, which is already not young
and not pliable like Mowgli, who is submerged in learning. In one case, you
were back in your youth, like a child who is happy about receiving a toy. In
the second case, this child has suddenly grown up; as a human he becomes
interested to find out what is inside this toy. And he begins to break it, just
like you did when you were young. During the experiment you did this
instantaneously.
What does this mean? It means that it is heard to teach you as a human
Mowgli the gravitational practice of concentration in three main centers
(head, stomach, center of chest). Your restless “inner-I” is hindering it — as
if it is Pinocchio, who is sticking his nose everywhere. This is good for
development based on scientific search, but even then to the known limits.
The difficulty resides in the ability to stop curiosity, the ability to stop this
kind of “Pinocchio nose.” It is in principle the stoppage of your own “inner-I.”
This is not death, but resembles it: personality stopes and resides in an
environment of thoughtless.
I can imagine how this can scare the “guardians of everything”: someone
attacking the personality! Maybe, in their view, someone has stolen a
disciple right under their nose. However, in reality, the “inner-I” has came
back to its origin — back to the moment it was awakened in its world. It is
like being reborn.
This, of course, is not a baptizo by death, but it is similar, very close to it;
because this is how the liberation of personality from any program happens.
The programs do not disappear, but personality stands on the side of them
and can observe and investigate them. This is how trance looks like.
It has no relationship to meditation, because meditation does not have roots
and connections with the ancient world, ancient memory.
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This type of trance — is a book of our forefathers, the one we lost.
Moreover, meditation — is what has been invented on the fly, by looking to
the East. In the East, people train trance. And meditation is only one spoke
from the large wheel of trance.
For a trance Gravitaneer, the gravitational trance is a wheel in which ALL
spokes reside — in its own way, are methods of how to reach the center of
the wheel.
Deviation from the subject:
There are two types of Mowgli; one we know of and the other one we do not.
The first type is human-animal, and the second Mowgli — is a social person
who grew up like a Mowgli but not among animals but among humans.
A human Mowgli, who grew up among people, not among animals, “breaks
toys,” disassembles them into the atoms, digging for the essence of things.
Doubt — is part of the scientific method.
However, the Mowgli who grew up among animals does not break acquired
skills, like toys, because his life depends on these skills. His knowledge — is
like faith, no doubt. If he begins flirting with his experience, he will lose his
life. That is the difference.
What are the similarities between the animal Mowgli and the human
Mowglis? Both are hard to re-educate into another type of social reality,
social living, and a different informational environment. During the attempt
to transfer the Mowgli human-animal into the society of Mowgli-humans, the
Mowgli-animal will resist with all his power. Because he has acquired
experience in the different social environment (among animals), he has
developed his own worldview, life map, and how to survive in it.
The people’s desire is to pull him to them and teach him new skills, but he
views this through his own worldview and tries g to translate it into his
world. The world, where actions are done without a doubt, the world that is
familiar to him. This is where he grew up and acquired his experience of
survival.
The same thing happens to the Mowgli-human. It is possible to give him a
new skill, and he will take it if the benefit is visible and the advantages are
understandable. However, after some time he will strive to take this
experience and advantages and jam them into his own developed world view
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and experience of how to survive in it. Refer to the experiments you just did.
You did not even fully learn a skill, you were barely exposed to it, but you
are immediately trying to adapt it to yourself and stand ABOVE it. This is
important to understand: to STAND ABOVE IT vs. to become one with the
new skill and unite with it. This is a psychology of invader with all the
consequences that follow from it.
What kind of conclusion should one make? If the understanding is missing in
culture and tradition that the alife alive gravitational center exists, and the
understanding of the importance of concentration of attention is also
missing, then the understanding of the interconnection between human with
the world of universal gravitation is also missing.
From where then will the understanding come from that Trinity, manifested
in the Gravitaneer, is leading him into the unified informational environment
of existence? Leading him into united
informational law, to which all objects in the Universe comply with.
It is a different world, and it differs from the customary world we are used to
no less than the world of Mowgli-human (social human) vs. the world of
Mowgli-animal.
What does the experience of “breaking the toy” tell us? — It is to enter into
the transfer
with the self, with the unsure self (inner-I). This leads to the consequences.
Transfer with self — it is “breaking the toy,” studying it and be in doubt, you
have not solidified the skill — but already starting breaking it. In order to
solidify such skills, a Gravitaneer is needed, not a yogi and not a scientist.
Only the Gravitaneer in his psycho-environment can easily hold the attention
of the “breaker” without putting much effort.
Knowing human nature, I can say that from now on the Gravitaneers are
going to be born to the world. Moreover convinced that they are truly so.
To pre-empt this notion, I am letting you know that the quality of
Gravitaneer is tested via Master HORA tests. Pre-empting things one more
time: I have not shown these tests to anyone. Just like it is common in such
cases, this knowledge I am keeping inside the family. It is a guarantee that
tests will not be distorted and re-formatted.
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Deviation from the subject:
A thousand years after Buddha and his teaching, a different Buddha arrived
in this world — Bodhidharma. With him a new teaching has arrived, ChanBuddhism, better known in its Japanese version, Zen-Buddhism.
Let's transfer this picture to the West. The patriarch of the Roman church
has more or less accepted evolution; if we add trance to this more or less,
then we will arrive at a new, trance-evolutionary, trance-gravitational
Christian teaching. In two words, trance-Christianity. (It sounds almost like
Chan-Buddhism.)
Is this is possible? Yes, possible. But not today. The idea of Gravitaneer still
needs to mature inside society, inside the collective thought, and inside the
collective mind.
This is possible in the future because this approach brings together East and
West and simplifies understanding on the spiritual level. It is the same thing
as if a brother meet his brother with whom he did not get along at one point.
It is from the realm of fantasy. However, everything is possible in this life.
My experience of working with people has proven that the human essence of
breaking toys — it is practically uncured passion in him. Just barely having
got into a transfer with Master, the person immediately runs to initiate the
transfer with another person in order to soothe his ego-inner-I, to gain
respect in his own eyes and in the eyes of others. I could not do anything
about it.
Decades have passed since then. For all of this time, I have tried to explain
this to the person: if the experience has not been solidified in the
environment of Gravitaneer, it will be erased very fast in the environment of
regular people, in the attempt of trying to teach them.
In order for this thought to be understood, I will open a bit more of the
details of the anatomical changes that happen with the Gravitaneer. The
gravitational essence changes the anatomy of the human to such an extent
that he cannot speak with his own usual voice; he cannot speak at all. The
reason for it: the organs in his body are moving from their positions, such is
the forceful influence of gravitational center. The process is absolutely
without pain and is maximally comfortable.
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The person’s voice box, vocal cords, nervous system, and spinal column are
connected between each other and unite in such a way that in the result the
sound and the organs through which the gravitational-nervous connection
enter into is a different interconnection. In order to learn how to speak by
using common for a person sounds requires a lot of time.
In order to learn this requires almost singing. (It kind of looks like
performing the mantra or worship services.) This type of speech forces
assembling of the words to be a bit different; one must speak almost using
verses. Rational and irrational speech is united in one system of thought and
transfer of information. Delayed by 5 min
As a result, in order to understand this creature, to comprehend and accept
information from him, one must himself reside on the “gravitational
territory.”
Earlier in this book, I used examples from gravitational training for a reason.
In this training I use only two words, yes and no. As you know, everyone
understood, what means yes in action and what means no.
This type of training happens immediately, without any preparation (how to
stand correctly, how to move correctly, etc.) typically it would requires years
and years. Such training leans on instinctual knowledge exclusively. You are
that, what you are as an instinct, and the training hones in on what you are,
your natural potential.
The dynamic skills on the basis of instinct come out on top only under one
condition: if your typical coordinates are transferred from unconscious
nature's trinity, even artificially (in a Master’s environment) into the zone of
gravitational trinity. The instinctual skills reside there. Moreover, it is no less
than one billion years old.
The dynamic practice in such style and psyche I am talking about has
inexhaustible depth. However, the truth is that this is a very narrow path,
and on the scale of biological evolution of humankind, it is not productive.
We live in a different society, and it has different psyche demands for the
development of the future. However, it is important to understand these
nuances. These are conclusions I made from my own real experience (timeexistence-development).
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A reason why am I explaining all this: Let's assume a person has received
knowledge from me, and now tries to explain it to someone else; what
language does he use to do that? The answer is obvious: on his or her own
human, habitual energetic plane. As a result, together with the sound, he
quickly descends from the plane of not-yet-solidified knowledge/skills into
the skill that has been acquired over decades, say 30 years. The question is
who will win over whom? The new knowledge or the already matured human
Mowgli?
During the 1990s I encountered this incurable problem during the time of
teaching the dynamic training. Students never got a chance to acquire the
knowledge, not solidifying it, went out — no, ran out — into the outside
world and got into the transfer with others. There is nothing I could do about
it.
The reason: A complete lack of understanding within the culture and
tradition of what is obedience and why it is needed in this case.
Basically, the goal of the dynamic system of martial arts is inflicting the
maximum peak damage. It is possible to assure yourself the absolute
defense when someone is inflicting the maximum damage, if you know that
other side of the coin. The ultimate level — is the ability to annihilate the
enemy rapidly, quietly, and most importantly painlessly.
I am explaining this for a reason, so that it will be understood that baptizo
by death is a scientific-mystical, spiritual warrior’s method. The one who
hasn’t died multiple times and hasn’t gone through such baptizo on the
brink, cannot be compassionate to the enemy from whom the life is being
taken. He must do this painlessly. This is how a noble warrior is raised.
Such training was happening in the Christian environment, it meant to be
able to raise noble, compassionate Christian warrior.
I have no doubt that my thoughts in the near future, for sure, will become
the physiological basis of the dynamic training methods, which have one
goal — annihilation of the opponent rapidly and without pain. The goal of
such teaching: a human while going through various situations, must retain
his/her humanity.
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The reality is that people used to kill other people and will continue to do so.
For thousands of years, we have been submerged in compassion; it is a way
of our fathers. This way needs to be protected, preserved under any
conditions; even if your enemy is an animal, reserve yourself and do not
become similar to an animal.
Creation of such training is a unique type of psychology. It is an extreme
training that requires high morals, high decency and the ability to submerge
into the condition “you are killing — you are being killed,” and sooner or
later you will start hearing the voice of death. There is no enemy, but you
hear the breath of death; you are not being attacked, but you hear the
breath of death. This training happens on the maximum edge of injury. The
trust in a partner must be without doubt. This is not the toy that is allowed
to be broken. This training without question is a spiritual one.
All other types of training (different psychological angle) can never
submerge a person into the maximum, ultimate inner depth — the zone of
training baptizo by death. (Comparatively) This is a somewhat different
theme that requires separate expansion, that is why I am using the term
“comparatively.” The way is shown, but it has not been expanded on.
The person who has been trained within such methods has gone through a
high level of upbringing in morals and ethical qualities — his hands cannot
inflict harm. Because you are trained to control the edge, where the breath
of death moves. This type of person cannot inflict harm to the innocent
person; he has high morals and control. However, this person is capable of
stopping a dangerous animal in the skin of the human.
Example: people who were training under me at that time can confirm that I
performed throws and grips with the knife, using a blade. However, no one
got any cuts, even when the throw/grip was at the throat, knee, or wrist. No
one was traumatized, and there was no single cut. You can ask if this is true
or not. These people — witnesses are still alive. Let one of them tell you that
“Master is lying.”
This form of training simply never existed in our mass culture and traditions.
That is why we have the dynamic martial systems that are absolutely not
spiritual. For example, can you imagine boxing or martial arts like SOMBO
with religious content and in monks’ clothing? However, this is the difference
between the East’s dynamic martial arts and the Western training; they are
inseparable from the spiritual-ethical religious traditions. Inseparable. They
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are the methods of SUBMERGENCE into their mystical, religious components
of their culture.
These spiritual forms of training are absent in our mass culture and tradition
and never existed in our society. You can agree that all religions of this
world lean on the teachings that came into this world from the world where
everyone at the end departs to after death.
Question: if you do not know how to die, then you do not know the way after
death. You
are not ready for such a path — no, not to die, but specifically the path of
submergence. The road is covered by darkness.
Application of the Western meditation (or the Eastern modified meditation)
to this subject at best is absurd, at worst is a mental breakdown. The
Western meditation appeared practically yesterday, it does not have roots
such as the path of death and lacks mystical incarnation through baptizo by
death (as method). As a result, from the contemplation (meaning of the
word meditation) it transitioned into imagery, conjecture and autosuggestion
territory.
One can convince himself anything, but this is the path of illusion, the
environment of delusion. It is one thing when the ancient god Hypnos brings
about illusions; it is another thing when an adept is trying to rush in there.
In order to not become the hostage of illusionary lies, a rational mind type is
required.
The territory and environment of sleep delusions is the kingdom of Hypnos.
Hypnos lives on the edge of the world and the sun never reaches him. When
you open your eyes and wake up
from a dream, Hypnos remains there, where the sun does not exist; while
you appear in the territory of light — where the sun is shining — your mind
is awakened, and you do not remember anything, except a few separate
fragments.
A meditation based on imagination — is a territory where there is no sun.
The Hypnos god must be treated with respect in order to have good sleep
vs. delusions while awake. Also, we should not forget that his twin brother
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Thanatos is a god of death. I will not even speak further about the other part
of the family.
It is possible to consider a question: why did I stop the dynamic training?
These type of trainings are meaningless until the acceptance of the
Gravitaneer by the masses is created. This is my final professional opinion. It
is not my lifestyle — to cater and conform to the common stream of
superficial knowledge.
I am not looking for conflict. However, my explanations can evoke various
type of negativity. Just imagine that these people for 20, 30, or 40 years
trained and submerged into some sort of “meditative” existence... This is
some kind of supported subculture with mass media, movies, books, music,
travel, and pop idols — it is a big business, with billions of dollars.
I am appealing to the ageless common sense and pliable, young individuals
who are searching. Either you will be caught in the grinder, simply because
it's fashionable, in style, cool and on trend and will fill its coffers — or you
start to have a good handle on what is hidden behind the term baptizo by
death, step by step. The apostle Paul, of course, is not Buddha, is not on
trend, is not fashionable, and is not a popular yogi. But he is an Apostle.
Trance-baptizo™ through death
Western meditation, its psychology, and that which is implied by meditation
does not have any relationship to Dhyan, Ch'an or Zen. Question: In what
manner a Christian culture with its own developed style of thought, with its
own formed genetics, can become Dhyan, Ch'an or Zen? As the scientists
say, behavior impacts genetics, and genetics impact behavior.
Dhyan is Indian. When Dhyan came to China with Bodhidharma, it did not
become the Dhyan-Buddhism, it transformed there into Ch'an-Buddhism. For
China this was quite normal and natural, simply because before it, the Dao
movement for thousands of years shamanized there — in other words, it
submerged into a trance.
The same thing happened in Japan. Zen-Buddhism outside of Shintoism
would not have been accepted due to the absence of soil — shaman-priest
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like, mystical, religious trance-soil. Question: what kind of relationship does
the European meditation-contemplation have with the shaman civilization of
Europe?
That civilization for more than a thousand of years has been methodically cut
out, burned with the fire from the European genetics. I am appealing to the
ageless common sense and young people: evolutionary trance, gravitational
trance, scientific thought — it is that to what your psyche is predisposed to.
The next evolutionary step of the humankind, a human will make
consciously™. You and people in the East are ready for it. You in your own
way, them in their own way.
I would not be surprised if today or tomorrow its own variation of Buddhism
appears in Europe, and it would not be called Zen, Ch’an. It would be called
Trance-Buddhism — trance-evolutionary, trance-gravitational Buddhism.
Everything is possible in this world; the appearance of a European Buddha is
also possible. Moreover, yoga could also transform into trance-evolutionary,
trance-gravitational European rational yoga, from the entangled Eastern
ether planes. Everything is possible.
What does the human Mowgli who grew up among humans depict? Example:
test experiments for the concentration of attention. You barely got a proof of
knowledge, immediately raced to destroy it. This is how humans work from
early childhood. He has an an inquisitive mind. It is hard to educate such a
human to the controlled, navigable evolutionary trance, gravitational trance,
HORA trance.
Trance is not a toy. One can break oneself.
I will remind you from the history of the ancient civilized Europe (at that
time it was not in the West or North, at that time it was in the South). The
ancient god Thanatos, god of
death, had a twin brother Hypnos, god of dreams — the god who brought on
illusions. To try and break trance just like a toy, just due to simple curiosity
— it the same thing as to try to break Thanatos. It is impossible to break
him; before you will have to meet his brother and enter into the world of
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illusions. And that is the world of madness, the world of delusions — there is
no sun there.
A transition from the unconscious gravitational center into the conscious one
changes the way the two brain hemispheres work. There is nothing
dangerous in it, the human himself is dangerous with its psyche of the child
that likes to break toys. A Mowgli-human breaks toys; that is how he works,
that is his essence. He cannot not do that. He does it always.
The trance by itself is not dangerous — if you are treating it similarly as let's
say a fire, with respect and humility. You do that unconsciously,
understanding it is dangerous. You are not climbing into the fire with your
head or hands and do not try to walk with bare feet over charcoal like the
fakirs. In other words, you unconsciously respect the fire. You are afraid of it
and also need it. So you found territory where you have made a contract
with it: you are helping me (warming and protecting from the animals and
make food juicy and digestible) and I respect you and for all of that thank
you — by bringing sacrifices to you. Today this kind relationship does not
exist, but we end up staying with our fire for a week or two… But what if….
Two thousand years ago, people treated the lord of trance, Thanatos, with
maximum respect. To meet him — it means to stay there on the other side
and those who have come back, they were all together called gods.
Immortals, but vulnerable while they stayed in the human body. Thanatos is
incorruptible, he is the only god who does not accept and does not love gifts.
What I would like to say is that just like Thanatos, trance is incorruptible.
Trance will not allow anyone to play with it or break it like a toy simply out
of curiosity.
Trance is a path that unites two worlds, harmonizing two hemispheres. It is
neither day nor night; it is light and night. Trance is incorruptible; it is a path
that does not love anyone and does not hate anyone. This path does not
have favorites. This may not be liked, but I am the master of trance, after
all. I never had, have, or will ever have favorites.
What needs to be noted is that all religions without exception regard death
with respect and reverence. In some religions, trance is part of the prayer
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method, and in some, trance is rejected. However, both regard death with
reverence. At the root of all religions are immortals — it is those for whom
two worlds is dear home. Without them, human civilization does not exist.
For those who do not believe in god-people: as long as you remember them,
they are still alive; neither fire nor cleansing eradicated them from human
existence.
Evolutionary trance — it is death for the “inner-I” that has already
happened. Moreover, it is the same transition that you already had, when
you transitioned from childhood to young adult and then from youth to
mature adult, etc.
All these transitions from the moment of birth — are chains of evolution, and
each transition — just like after death, stayed behind you. You crossed one
territory of transfer and walked into a different territory of transfer. Step by
step, you were dying and resurrecting from death again and again.
You all remember it but do not pay attention to it. You have not been
accustomed to the culture of seeing abilities. Religion does not have this,
and as result the culture does not have it. Psychologists are also the result of
the same culture that already happened. Evolutionary trance is built on
the same principle of transfers, obviously expressed, age-related
transitions. However, there is the essential difference: the principle of
unconscious transition is substituted with the principle of conscious
transition, conscious transfer.
This is the next step in the evolution of the kind — crossing, transfering from
unconscious-evolutionary being into the conscious-evolutionary being. What
I would like to say: trance always accompanied you, only you have not
noticed it. It is the same thing as if your parents gifted you train tickets and
you are riding the train from one stop to another stop and passionately
looking out into the window and do not see the actual train.
The unconscious evolution leans on the unconscious trinity of nature. Every
time, you died during the transitions, and the principle of Trinity of Nature
unconsciously remained the same within you. It is as if you are looking out
of the window and do not notice the train you are riding in.
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Both Thanatos and his brother Hypnos are constant participants in this
process. They are also riding in this train. One is painting an image outside
the window; the other is in the driver's cabin — taking you wherever he
wishes. Unconscious trinity, unconscious evolution — it means that you exist
in illusions: you see what you see — what is outside the window — vaguely
remembering the stops; but you do not see the train.
In order for this not to bother you, I will remind you: all religions are built on
the principle “you are seeing that what you see and do not see that what do
not know.” This does not bother you after all.
Unlike the unconscious human, Thanatos and Hypnos as immortal gods —
are conscious participants of long genetic process. This is hundreds million of
years old. Moreover this library of knowledge — is in your genetics. The god
brothers are immortal, because you are seeing that what you see, and from
generation to generation during the departure from this world you are
passing the formula: “you are seeing that what you see and do not see that
what you do not know” — knock into the temple doors, you will get all the
explanations there, what you do not know and what you should get ready
for, the sooner the better.
I speak in such specific language on purpose — I am creating a bridge in the
environment of time and transforming the ancient language into a modern
comprehensible one. This is your culture. You are the ones who assert that
you are descendants of ancient Europe. Question: you will inherit WHAT —
skulls, ruins, pieces of philosophy work? Alternatively, do you want to
become inheritors of inner essence that what was achieved with unbelievable
effort by highly developed shaman-priestly civilization of Mediterranean
Europe?
Pagans, idol worshipers, polytheists... — it time to remove this amassed fear
from yourself, move beyond it. Pagans, idol worshipers, polytheists — this is
your history; these are your roots, these are your fathers; this is your lost
chapter from the genetic book of life. The choice is yours: what do you want
to inherit? If it is the skulls, marvellous — everything is cultured, civilized,
aesthetic, romantic. However, if you want to move forward then you need
the book of your history:
Who are YOU, from WHERE and HOW you have arrived into modern day.
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***
The gravitational center in the stomach — it is an alive gyroscope,
inseparable from Earth’s gravitation. As long as you live, the attention, fixed
in space between the eyebrows — in Christianity, this center is called Father
— it is not separable from the gravitational center of
the stomach. (Even after death the trinity is not separable, it transitions into
different
quality.) In Christianity, this center in the stomach called Son.
Father and Son — is one and neither is separable from the whole, under this
one condition: gravitational breath connects them into one whole trinity of
life, in this world and in the other. Everything you see and do not see,
everything you know and do not know, is born out of gravitation. Moreover,
sooner or later all comes back into it.
Everything in this world transforms — this is self-preservation. It is still the
same path: as if from childhood into youth and from youth to adulthood, etc.
Even the immortal elements go through TRANSformation.
March 20 - May 7, 2017
Master HORA®

IV. Practice HORA ® through modern and ancient language
The three gravitational centers identified by me correlate with three main
centers of traditional Christian culture, emphasized on human body —
Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
Small side note: The thought of playing with the Christian symbols has not
come
to me neither 10 nor 20 nor 30 years ago, and has not now. However, today
there are plenty
of religious fanatics; for them, everything seems like “the sacred is under
attack.”
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The world is what it is, and one has to live with people the way that they
are, including the ideological crazies and fanatics, who sacredly assured that
they are — not ordinary, specially selected, and the only one on the earth
that are distinguished by a unique knowledge of right and wrong. Moreover,
everyone else who looks at the world differently, thinks differently than them
are — sect members. For example, they know how to march correctly: right,
left, right, left. However, the others also know for sure it should be: left,
right, left, right. Ideologically opposite, irreconcilable. However, no one has
learned to march with both feet simultaneously, like a kangaroo. Thus, they
continue to walk left-right or right-left, offending the feelings of the
kangaroo. The thought that humans can think differently does not occur to
them.
Let’s return to the main subject. In the text above I have mentioned: In his
life, Jesus did not christen anyone, but he himself was submerged in the
Jordan River by John the Baptist. He was liberating people from things, and
upon seeing Jesus, the prophet recognized in him the Savior. For me this is
a key moment, I can doubt the person, but not the prophet.
I will continue. Jesus did not submerge anyone, but by being near him...
baptizo happened, people submerged into a different domain. They
transformed, and the crippled and the weak returned to health. People were
liberated from spiritual and physical sufferings.
The cross symbol of Christianity is inseparable from Christ. Moreover, so it
happened, that the three centers emphasized on the Christian cross
correlate to the three gravitational centers on the human body and not just
on it. Everything that moves, breath, everything that has eyes-attention,
also lives and develops as a result of this trinity. The Trinity of Nature
principle encompasses all living and nonliving, everything that we see and do
not, know and do not know...
One also needs to know that in Hinduism these three centers — are part of
the seven skies, seven chakras system, which is preserved from ancient
times, when monotheism did not exist. In China, the shamanic-priestly
teaching of Taoism — is also more ancient than Christianity. The three main
d’ien - t’ien are also correlated with the three gravitational evolutionary
centers, like in HORA.
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What is the differentiation? None of those systems mentioned above are
evolutionary. These are ancient teachings about the transformation of
humans, about gods and elements. These teachings are mystical, fantastical
and unscientific to the maximum.
What I am trying to say is that three natures of gravitational centers — are
something more than simply religious culture. They are in one way or
another the foundation of ancient cultures and traditions — ancient, high
civilizations.
The masters of that time period spoke in the language that could be used to
communicate with people. I thank them because I understand that without
them I would be without support, and I would be alone in this world; they
are my brothers, teachers, fathers. I am not better than them, but I am not
worse. However, the problem does exist: I speak using today's language,
and I must with all respect move them aside a bit. They put attention on
such things as selection and, as a result, concluded that unusual people
could be born into this world only from gods. This is not so. All carry the
principles of the trinity of nature, and this includes people. The truth lies in
the fact that the human is a social species and follows a leader.
The modern day has brought its own corrections. Freedom erodes the
principle of collectivism, and, as a result, personal understanding and
personal accountability are required in order to undertake serious steps as in
case of, self improvement as humankind. In that social reality, ancients have
moved deep into the other world, inaccessible to an unliberated human.
Liberation — it is baptizo by accountability.
The next evolutionary step of humankind, a human will make consciously™.
About Practice
1. Mind, stable psyche, memory — these are the traits of the Father.
Maturity. Its quality — to manifest in any age, if the ability to submerge into
a spiritual trance has been awakened in you. This means you have been
transformed and the environment around you has changed; you have
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detached from a decrepit body and liberated from all sins — genetic, karmic,
individual — and are reborn in a new life.
2. Physical strength, youthfulness, endurance, health — these are the
qualities of the Son. Constant readiness, immersiveness, learnability, ability
to change and adapt — trance-pliability. The direct path — is the path of
accepting the know-how (transfer, mimicking… up to awakening of trancegravitational universal memory).
3. The living force of gravitation — this is is the Holy Spirit. In Biblical
representation, it sounds like: “...and breathed into his nostrils the breath of
life, and man became a living being” (Genesis 2:7).
I will explain what this means using modern language.
The first breath of a newborn: atmospheric pressure in the gravitational
environment pushes the air into the lungs (where at this point the pressure
is lower than that of the atmosphere) and starts the “breathing pump” — an
active act of entrance, life-saving and unconscious (“nature’s cult” of life). It
is similar to the turn of the ignition key in a car; the engine begins to move
loudly, distributing oil, just like blood in an organism.
Speaking in modern language, the Earth’s “god of gravitation” pushes into
the human air through barometric pressure, invisible and easily. After that,
the human swallows the gravitational energy, which was actively breathed in
together with air, processes it like food and everything that is not needed for
the organism then breathed out. A stoppage happens — “one cannot breathe
in or breathe out,” and it is reminiscent somewhat of a computer that has
frozen. A moment of decision: to live or to die, to stay or to depart.
While you are young and not tired — you are awakened toward an active
life. The organism gets tired with age, a general weariness comes, “hung
up,” “not living and not dead,” a leaning toward “departure” begins, just like
on the scale. The “non responsive programs” stop the heart, after which a
person “releases his spirit” with a final breath.
Modern people are not well-informed in this. However, any person can test it
on himself, that at any point of breathing in or breathing out, he can stop
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this process. At the moment of departure from life, the person’s attention
stops in a similar way, hangs up on one of the seven skies. The place one
got stuck — there one will end up.
What I would like to say is that the sign of the cross, in reality, is a very
serious psychological symbol. This is the symbol of detachment from both
life and death. The symbol of spiritual, mindful, and soulful calmness. This is
the symbol of how to be born into this world and how to depart it, without
the “hang up” between the worlds in the darkness of one’s own
consciousness. This is a separate theme, for a separate book. In order to
open up this symbol all the way, a seven skies system must be unfolded
without destroying the world that is left behind and without wobbling the
world that awaits us in the future.
Controls and management of gravitational components outside of trance are
impossible. This forces a person to turn on his or her entire body
simultaneously and in whole, in any, even the smallest motion, including the
motionless body position. In a motionless body, one can control the spirit or
the gravitational component of a human. This is how trance-gravitational
manifestation emerges — attention moves inside and also outside the body
as acceptable to human understanding testable power. (HORA tests)
After breathing in, a human relaxes (this is the passive phase) in order to
breathe out. After the passive phase of breathing out, an active phase
begins — a human puts effort against the gravitational pressure. Next, the
chest area expands, in order to breathe in.
To say it another way, when the breathing phase is passive the “god of
gravity” is active; and when the phase is active — he is passive. Pressure
and resistance continuously accompany you in life. If you understand this
correctly, then this method is in its own way a contract executed between
“god of gravitation” and a trance-gravitational human, this is a different
reality and a different element.
As long as a regular human unconsciously executes this contract, unknown
to him, he is alive. A trance-gravitational human executes this contract of
life consciously, with ritual. An example of a ritual — Indian yoga. This is
not HORA, but without a ritual, any Eastern practice — is fitness with an
Eastern flair.
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If you cultivate this contract, then you perform a sort of cult ceremony of
life, following the contract of Life. A contract based on the principle that the
soul is alive “and breathed into his face the breath of life, and man became a
living soul” or the awakened soul — a soul that cultivates the breathing of
God. The language is old fashioned, but in essence, it can be understood.
In modern language: For the newborn, the first breath in — it is a shock: the
entire organism stops and restarts from the beginning. After that, the
organism begins to calm down, just like a car engine that has been warmed
up — a stable breathing emerges. In part, a similar thing happens when a
person is awakened from sleep, gradually, and then finally fully ready for
active activities. Awakening from sleep — it is a reproduction of that first
breath. (Not quite it, but the original program of first breathing in exists in
this awakening, even if it is distorted)
The goal of Practice HORA — is to tune up this moment of correct
breathing in and breathing out, on the instinctive level. Come close to
the primordial program of rebooting the organism and, through the reboot,
tune up on the deep level the cleaning from the accumulated degradations.
If the apartment is not cleaned inside — from the “parallel environment”-dust will appear and a thick layer of dirt will cover everything; the soul has a
hard time living in such a house.
Therefore the “program of the first breathing in” — is a key to any type of
breathing. It is like an ignition key in the car. Turn the key — get the spark.
Turn the key cluelessly — get no spark. This is how, step by step, a human
slips from the base “program of the first breathing in,” similar to the
example with the ignition. Between the “computer” of the brain, “machine”
of the body and the “wires” of the nervous system, program failures
accumulate — cause of degradation. The goal of the practice — is to remove
these glitches; for starters, the practice returns lightness, vitality, vigor and
good health. Then everything after that — is dependent on the level of one’s
intellect, to determine important it is or not, is it needed or not.
Practice HORA basic program (basic principles) — training of Life’s
principles
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In order for the person who is far removed from Practice HORA to get a feel
for the essence of the term “basic principles of practice,” I will provide an
easily understood example.
Musicians, until their last day, perform the one and same painful for a
person musical gamma. Gamma, for the musician is the same as the first
prayer “Heavenly Father” given to students by the Savior.
People submerge into the first prayer as in ritual and do it until the end of
their days. It is a
path. The moment a musician stops submerging into his ritual, he stops his
existence as a professional — loses his know-how and loses his path, and
even God is incapable of holding him from such a downfall.
The basic principles (i.e., the first level) of Practice HORA are like a gamma
for a musician and it is like submergence into a saving trance. One
submerges into the ritual always sincerely, openly, defenselessly, and always
as if for the first time — detached from life and from death.
The day when a trainee or professional stops leaning on the basic principles
of Practice HORA, (First level) he begins to lose his knowledge step by step.
Moreover, the professional surely begins a path of self-destruction and
decline.
A professional without modesty, humility, and ritual patience — he or she is
from the realm of fantasy and cannot be. Alternatively, the person just made
a mistake in his life: he or she knocked on the wrong door, or walked into
the wrong house.
If we remove from Basic Principle (gamma) even one note, then gamma will
begin to deteriorate, and the know-how that is not supported by a ritual will
disappear. Something else will emerge that seems to be similar, but it is an
imitation. It will have any number of things, but it will not have what you are
waiting for — evolutionary know-how, or evolutionary gamma; the
evolutionary ritual is missing.
Without Basic Principles it can be any number of things, but it cannot be
Practice HORA. Without basic principles, practice does not exist.
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1. The Basic Principles of Practice HORA on instinctual level,, forces the
cultivation and ingraining of the gravitational type of breathing.
2. Together, with this type of breathing, it forces, cultivates, and activates
the entire body.
3. Such action of the body manifests in all species in the moment of
objective and environmental attention — in other words in the moment of
maximum readiness for action. After which the active phase comes in —
run, hide, or attack.
4. For the person, this is the phase of decision making — physical or
intellectual.
5. The one who makes decisions fast in nature is the one who is successful
as a species.
6. All exercises are designed under the principle that entire body activates in
whole.
HOWEVER, a cultural and traditional weakness exists — absence of
educational understanding of the points described above and how important
it is. Such understanding is absent in the European mentality.
The East, with its own yoga system and forms of martial arts, is capable of
grasping the points described above. However, for them, a rational
understanding of evolution as a kind, for now, is less important than their
own irrational traditions. Time will put all things in their own places — they
either reside in the ancient or move forward as a kind.
Practice HORA’s first level leans exclusively on the oneness of the instinct of
life, trinity of nature, inseparable from gravitation.
The choice must
— Does he need
— Does he need
— Does he need
or not?

be made by a person himself:
such knowledge as information or not?
such knowledge as know-how or not?
both types of such knowledge as one whole knowledge
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